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Auction Notice
Subject:-Disposal of weeded out old records/paper.
This is to inform to the general public that Controller of Defence Accounts intends to dispose
of the weeded out old records/paper in Public auction 'oAs is where is condition basis" on 1710212017
at l1:30 AM at CDA, Udayan Vihar, Narangi, Guwahati-781171 as per terms and conditions as
under:Terms and Condition:-

1. The interested parties may inspect the above items physically at the above address on all
working days between 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm.
2.

Those who are interested to participate in the auction should deposit a sum of Rs.5,00/five hundred only) as EMD and self 'before one hour of commencement of auction on

(Rupees

1710212017

3.

.

No parties will be allowed to participate in the public auction without payment of

the

required EMD.

4.

The parties is requested to bring self attested photocopies
concerned Sales Tax Department.

of VAT/TIN certificate issued of

5. EMD of first, second and third highest bidders will be retained till the disposal of the articles
to the successful bidders. The EMD of other unsuccessful bidders will be refunded after completion
of auction process.
6

The highest bidder should deposit the total bid amount on spot either in cash on in the form
of DD/Banker Cheque drawn in favour of CDA Guwahati.

7.

All the disposable items should be clubbed together as one items and should be treated

as one

item for auction.

8.

The disposable materials will be auction and disposed off "As is where is" basis. No sorting
will be allowed. The records should be lifted after tearing/shredding the same into stripes
completely. The weighing of disposable materials is to be done on Digital Weighing Machine which
is to be arranged by the bidders.
and screen

9.

The auctioned material should removed by the successful bidders(s) by 2010212017 at their
own after depositing total bid amount. No assistance/transportation will be provided by the CDA

Guwahati. CDA Guwahati is not responsible for any untoward incident once the articles are handed
over the highest bidder.
10. Applicable tax will have to be paid by the successful bidders over and above the highest bid
amount.

The highest bidders should not utilize any office items for shifting the materials. Any damage
1 1.
caused to the building/fixtures at the time of shifting of the materials, the bidder will be held
responsible for the damages and repairing cost will be recovered.

12.

In

case, the highest bidder

fails to deposit the bid amount in full on spot or fails to lift the
will be forfeited and offer will be given to the next

items within the specified date. The EMD amount
highest bidders.

13.

In case of any doubt or dispute, the decision of the CDA Guwahati shall be final and binding
on the all the bidders.

14,

CDA Guwahati and its unit/employee should not participate in the auction process.

i5.

CDA Guwahati reserves the right to accept or reject the auction officer without assigning any

reason, whatsoever.

Yours faithfully.

Sr Accounts Officer

)

